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Abstract 

Objectives:  

Determine if contextual processing of auditory regularities (local-global paradigm) modulate 

the heartbeat-evoked responses (HERs), and if these modulations may provide complementary 

information to the auditory related potentials to facilitate the diagnose of patients with disorders 

of consciousness (DOC). 

 

Methods:  

DOC patients underwent the local-global paradigm to evaluate the cognitive processing of 

short/long term–auditory regularities. High-density EEG was recorded to evaluate HERs in 

local, global and overall conditions. 

 

Results:  

The global effect triggers higher HERs, as well as overall higher HER variance appears in 

minimally conscious patients. The variance and amplitude effects were uncorrelated, indicating 

different cognitive processes. 

 

Discussion:  

Our results corroborate previous findings on HER variance, a marker able to separate DOC 

without specific stimulations. HER modulations in response to global auditory irregularities 

represents a novel neural signature of consciousness access, which may facilitate the bedside 

diagnosis of state of consciousness with more affordable options to neuroimaging methods.   
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Introduction 

Theoretical developments on consciousness and experimental research have rooted the basis of 

consciousness to how the brain responds to visceral inputs (Azzalini et al., 2019; Park and 

Tallon-Baudry, 2014). In post-comatose patients, the consciousness diagnosis is primarily 

based on behavioral signs of consciousness (Bayne et al., 2017), which aims at distinguishing 

between patients showing only reflex-like responses to the environment, diagnosed as 

Unresponsive Wakefulness Syndrome (UWS; Laureys et al., 2010), and patients with 

fluctuating but reproducible signs of non-reflex behavior, diagnosed as Minimally Conscious 

State (MCS;  (Giacino et al., 2002, but see also Naccache, 2018). However, recent results 

demonstrate that behavioral assessment is not sufficient and neuroimaging techniques are used 

to detect covert states of consciousness (Kondziella et al., 2020). 

We recently showed that cognitive modulation of the heart-cycle (Pérez et al., 2021; Raimondo 

et al., 2017) on one hand, and heartbeat-evoked responses (HERs) in resting state on the other 

hand (Candia-Rivera et al., 2021a) may capture residual signs of consciousness in post-

comatose patients in resting-state, suggesting that HERs might convey state-of-consciousness 

relevant information about how the brain responds to body-related stimuli. Empirical and 

theoretical research on consciousness supports that bodily and interoceptive processes may 

shape exteroceptive and metacognitive awareness, and vice versa (Nikolova et al., 2021). 

Because HERs can correlate with perceptual consciousness in healthy participants (Al et al., 

2020; Park et al., 2014), we hypothesized that HERs could be also modulated by contextual 

processing of different levels of auditory regularities, which may allow to provide additional 

biomarkers to distinguish between different levels of disorders of consciousness. In this study, 

we analyze HERs followed by auditory regularities in a cohort of 148 participants. 
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Materials and Methods 

Patients 

This study includes 148 participants (11 healthy, 20 Emerging MCS or EMCS, 58 MCS and 59 

UWS). Patients were admitted at the Department of Neurology, Pitié-Salpêtrière Hospital 

(Paris, France) for consciousness evaluation through Coma Recovery Scale-Revised (CRS-R) 

(Giacino et al., 2004). 

The study was approved by the ethics committee of CPP Île de France 1 (Paris, France). 

Informed consent was signed by the patients’ legal representatives for approval of participation 

in the study, as required by the declaration of Helsinki. 

Experimental paradigm 

Patients were recorded with high-density EEG (EGI 256 channels, 250 Hz sampling rate, 

referenced to the vertex) under the local-global paradigm that aims to evaluate the cognitive 

processing of local–short term–, and global–long term–auditory regularities (fig. 1A) 

(Bekinschtein et al., 2009). The paradigm consists in two embedded levels of auditory 

regularities in trials formed by five consecutive sounds. The 5th sound defines whether the trial 

is standard or deviant at two levels: local and global. The local level of regularities is defined 

within the trial. The global level of regularities is defined across trials (frequent trials ~80% 

define the regularity, and rare ones ~20% violate this regularity). In fig. 1A, in the XX blocks, 

the frequent stimulus corresponds to 5 equal sounds (local standard and global standard). In 

contrast, the infrequent stimulus corresponds to 4 equal sounds followed by a fifth different 

sound (local deviant and global deviant). In the XY blocks, the frequent stimulus corresponds 

to 4 equal sounds and a fifth different sound (local deviant and global standard). The infrequent 

stimulus corresponds to 5 equal sounds (local standard and global deviant). 
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Each trial is formed by five consecutive sounds lasting 50 milliseconds, with a 150-millisecond 

gap between the sounds’ onsets and an intertrial interval ranging from 1,350 to 1,650 

milliseconds.  

Data preprocessing 

MATLAB and Fieldtrip toolbox were used for data processing and analysis (Oostenveld et al., 

2011). EEG data were offline filtered with a 1-25 Hz Butterworth band-pass order 4 filter, with 

a Hamming windowing at cutoff frequencies). Most artifacted channels were rejected based on 

the area under the curve of their z-score. Channels exceeding > 3 standard deviations were 

discarded iteratively (11 ± 1 SEM channels rejected on average). Following the procedure 

described in (Raimondo et al., 2017), Electrocardiograms (ECG) were recovered from the 

cardiac field artefact captured in EEG data using Independent Component Analysis (ICA) 

(Extended Infomax algorithm, default parameters from Fieldtrip). From this, ICA-corrected 

EEG data and an electrocardiogram derived from independent component analysis (ICA-ECG) 

is obtained. 

To identify further noisy channels, the mean weighted-by-distance correlation of all channels 

between their neighbors was computed (36 ± 2 SEM channels rejected on average). 

Neighborhood relationships considered all channels up to distances of 4 cm. Channels with a 

mean weighted-by-distance correlation lower than 80% were replaced by spline interpolation 

of neighbors. EEG dataset was re-referenced using a common average and a subset of 64 

channels was selected for data analysis (Candia-Rivera et al., 2021b). 

Heartbeats were detected on the ICA-ECG using an automated process based on a sliding time 

window detecting local maxima (R-peaks). Both peak detection and resulting histogram of 

interbeat interval duration were visually inspected in each patient and manual addition/removal 

of peaks was performed if needed (23 ± 3 SEM manual corrections to individual heartbeats on 

average).  
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Heartbeat-evoked responses (HERs) (Schandry et al., 1986) were computed by extracting EEG 

epochs from the R-peaks that follow the 5th sound from all the trials, up to 500 ms (fig. 1B). 

Epochs with amplitude larger than 300 μV on any channel, or where the next or preceding 

heartbeat occurred at an interval shorter than 500 ms, were discarded. 

Data analysis 

We analyzed the local and global effects. The global effect is quantified by contrasting all global 

deviant versus all global standard trials. The local effect is quantified by contrasting all local 

deviant trials versus all local standard trials. Auditory-related potentials and HERs were 

analyzed to contrast MCS patients from UWS for both, local and global effects. The analysis 

performed consists in EEG activity locked to the stimuli or locked to heartbeats located right 

after the stimuli (epochs where the stimuli was located at less than 20 ms from the closest R-

peaks were discarded).  

Four HERs comparisons were performed between MCS and UWS patients: HERs to local 

deviants minus local standards, HERs to global deviants minus global standards, HER to all 

heartbeats and HER variance to all heartbeats. Auditory related potentials were analyzed 

locking EEG to stimuli’s onset for local effect (local deviants minus local standards) and global 

effect (global deviants minus global standards). 

Statistical analysis 

Statistical comparisons were based on Wilcoxon rank sum, Pearson correlation, MANOVA and 

ANOVA tests as specified in the main text. Cluster analysis is performed in a Monte Carlo 

permutation test with 1000 randomizations with candidate clusters containing at least 2 

neighboring channels for EEG and p-value threshold p < 0.05. Clusters were considered 

significant if cluster p-value < 0.05 after multiple comparisons. 
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Results 

We evaluated HERs in patients with disorders of consciousness undergoing the local-global 

paradigm that aims to evaluate the cognitive processing of local–short term–, and global–long 

term–auditory regularities. HER-epochs were extracted as shown in Fig 1B. Average and 

variance of the epochs were analyzed for trials associated to the local and global effects, and 

for all trials. Average HER cluster analysis showed significant differences during the global 

effect (Fig 1C, D). Frontal electrodes at 250-350 ms from the R-peak could distinguish between 

MCS (0.20±0.79 µV) and UWS (-0.32±0.88 µV; Permutation test, t-stat=345.78, p-

value=0.0480, SD=0.0068, ci=0.0132). No significant differences were found when the same 

cluster analysis was performed in the average HER during the local effect nor for all heartbeats. 

To verify if the observed result comes from a modulation of the heartbeats and not the 

processing of auditory stimulation by itself, we compared the EEG locked to the 5th sound. No 

significant results were found when using the same cluster nor the best cluster of permutation 

analysis (Fig 1C). Group-wise HER average differs from EEG activity locked to the 5th sound, 

as compared in the same cluster or the best cluster (MANOVA test, χ2=16.6366, df=3, p-

value=0.0008). 

HER distributions of the cluster with significant differences between MCS/UWS are shown in 

Fig. 1E. The four groups of patients come from populations with different means (ANOVA 

test, F=3.76, df=3, p-value=0.0122). EMCS and healthy participants show overall higher 

amplitudes compared to UWS, although statistically non-significant.  

Overall HER higher variance is observed in MCS compared to UWS. Right centro-temporal 

electrodes at 100-400 ms after heartbeats are significantly different between MCS (0.33±0.33 

µV) and UWS (0.16±0.13 µV; Permutation test, t-stat=579.84, p-value=0.0150, SD=0.0038, 
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ci=0.0075). HER variance is uncorrelated with HER global effect amplitude (Pearson 

correlation R=0.1645, p=0.0763). 

 

 

Figure 1. Experimental description and EEG analysis. (A) Local-global paradigm. (B) 

Heartbeat-evoked response defined by the R-peaks that follow the 5th sound from all the trials, 

up to 500 ms. (C) Cluster analysis of heartbeat-evoked responses between MCS and UWS 

patients. The analysis is done for all the recording length and the epochs associated to the global 

and local effects. Significant differences result from the global effect. Thick electrodes show 

significant differences in multiple comparisons. Trials associated to local effect do not show 

significant differences, nor when analyzing all trials altogether. (D) EEG responses for local 

and global effects. On the first row is shown the time course of the best cluster from permutation 

analysis, where the R-peak after the 5th sound is t = 0. The second row shows the time course 
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of same electrodes from the first row, but here the 5th sound is t = 0. The third row is the time 

course of the best cluster from permutation analysis, where the 5th sound is t = 0. (E) HER 

distribution of UWS, MCS, EMCS and Healthy subjects of the significant cluster between a 

permutation test between MCS and UWS patients. Dash lines correspond to mean values. (F) 

Overall HER variance. On the left, topography of HER variance difference between MCS and 

UWS patients. Thick electrodes show significant differences in multiple comparisons. On the 

right the time course of the significant cluster. 
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Discussion 

Considering that brain-heart interactions have demonstrated to be involved in consciousness 

(Azzalini et al., 2019; Candia-Rivera et al., 2021a; Pérez et al., 2021; Raimondo et al., 2017) 

we analyzed neural responses to heartbeats during processing of auditory irregularities to 

characterize DOC. During the global effect, differences appear between MCS/UWS in HERs 

on the electrodes located in frontal and central regions in both hemispheres. Moreover HER 

variance is higher in MCS patients than in UWS patients, in right central-temporal electrodes 

as previously reported in resting state (Candia-Rivera et al., 2021a). HER variance is 

uncorrelated to HER amplitude in frontal electrodes during global effect. These results put 

forward that two different ongoing conscious processes might happen in MCS. A first process 

probed with HER variability differentiates between MCS and UWS patients, irrespective of the 

current stimulus type being processed. This first process originates from central and right 

temporal scalp areas and has been linked with social cognition, but could also correspond to a 

self-consciousness-state marker (Candia-Rivera et al., 2021a). Second, a modulation of HER is 

specifically observed in response to global auditory irregularities and is maximal in frontal 

sensors. This second response presents several properties related to a neural signature of 

conscious access to global deviant stimuli (i.e.: global effect contrast; frontal lobe contribution; 

latency). Such HERs modulations by conscious access to a new stimulus attribute may well 

correspond to a self-consciousness updating process occurring ‘downstream’ to conscious 

access (Sergent and Naccache, 2012), and enabled for instance in a global neuronal workspace 

architecture. Previous studies on HERs show that prefrontal cortex activity is related to self-

consciousness processing in the default network (Azzalini et al., 2019). Various tests showed 

that locking EEG to heartbeats is necessary to find distinctions between patients, revealing the 

existence of a possible auditory-cardiac synchrony (Pérez et al., 2021; Pfeiffer and Lucia, 

2017). This study gives evidence that HERs detect auditory conscious perception, in addition 
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to residual signs of consciousness in resting state (Candia-Rivera et al., 2021a).  Nevertheless, 

not all MCS show higher HER amplitudes suggesting that they do not react or only react to 

some trials that were attenuated when averaging all trials in the time-locked analysis. 

The foregoing evidence of EEG-based techniques to diagnose consciousness (Candia-Rivera et 

al., 2021a; Engemann et al., 2018) show promising and low-cost opportunities to develop 

diagnostic methods that can capture residual consciousness in non-behavioral MCS, that cannot 

be detected in behavioral assessments alone and require complementary neuroimaging 

techniques (Kondziella et al., 2020). 
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